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EDITORIAL

Some would have shaken their heads incredulously
while reading the last issue. Members of Z Club 92
in Latvia? With German looking names?
The answer is that there are Z scalers all over the
world, and this can be seen in the membership of Z
Club 92, too. Regarding the names, today it is not
uncommon for someone to live in a country other
than where he was born. Also, do not forget the
German minority in the Baltic States, which had a
certain, influence on the politics of Deutsches Reich
in the last century...
"No sorry, you could writing much, but I don't belie-
ve it, and apart of anything last issue reached me at
beginning April!"
Well, you see the editors have to confess that the
expected date of publishing had an influence while
writing the page no doubt.
"And on the whole this thing with Paulchen Panther
(the German name of Pink Panther) was childish,
everyone knows it immediately."
Here we have to correct a mistake: "Peter," not
"Paul". If we try to pull your leg, then surely it is not
with childishness. Some would solve the riddle if
they would read "Peter Panther" in connection with
"Theobald Tiger" and "Ignatz Wrobel". That was
some nom de plum by the famous German author
Kurt Tucholsky used into the periodical "Die Welt-
bühne" into the twenties of last century. This was
necessary to hide the fact that some issues was
written by very few persons. Yes, it is the same wri-
ter who wrote in 1930, "... I prefer to write by my-
self my little demand" as he observed the unbeara-
ble chattering in publications even at that time.
We need to use Tucholsky freely, "...just we write
our little demand by ourselves," by the fact that all
members still seem to own a Winner-Car, who want
one. For that contest we got only two participations.
Of course it would be able to write it into the last is-
sue already. But while writing there sat a nice little
devil at our shoulder and whispered something of
1st of April into our ears... Additionally, it should be
tested if the terms of contest were correct and not
too complicated. The critical comment in the partici-
pation by Kai Wüstermann gives us the idea to tigh-
ten up the conditions for ourselves: "Send us pictu-
res of private railroad-vehicles of which the molds
are available on the Z market." Even this exercise
could be solved as demonstrated. All pictures were
taken along the way. It wasn't necessary doing eff-
orts in special railroad-excursions or studies of time-
tables. Unbelievable? For example, being on the way
to the Modellbahntreff 2003 in Göppingen, ITL 111

002 stands five meters beside the street through
the Rhine-valley and waited to photograph of all si-
des (photo above). Of course, a railroad-friend
should not confuse "railway" and "highway". (In
German the word "Bahn" works for both.)
Unfortunately our "Latvian friends" made some mi-
stakes in the last issue. We will correct it here:
EfW means "Eisenbahnfreunde Westerwald - Ver-
kehrsgesellschaft" (Railroad-friends of Westerwald -
traffic-company). This company is mainly in service
in track-construction.
The track-maintenance loco is owned by Deutsche
Bahn Gleisbau (DB track-construction). DBAG wants
to sell this subsidiary. So railroad-fans subsume this
company into the category "private" today.
Even the headquarters of PEG is in Putliz the name
of the company is still Prignitzer Eisenbahn. The rail-
bus presumable did the last regular services of a
type Ürdinger into the region of its production in
2003. In the small town Issum at Lower Rhine will
be brewed the beer Diebels Alt. But the Niederrhei-
nische Verkehrsbetriebe AG (NIAG, Lower Rhine
traffic company ltd.) doesn't do the removal (Ger-
man: Abfuhr) of it.
Anyway, if someone still wants the Winner's Car
against our expectations, at the last page of this
magazine you will find another contest. Chances are
good for becoming a winner.

AvH
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The Interessegemeinschaft
Spur Z not only earned merits
of Z village development, but in
development of our whole scale
too. 
They make it easy for rookies
to step in with their electrically
simple module-system.m

AvH
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MÄRKLIN: D&RGW 268

Prototype
Increasing demand of pulling power to the locomoti-
ve type 'American' (4-4-0, built since 1853) resulted
in tests with built in a third driving axle into the rigid

frame. An increasing of 50% of pulling power was
expected. Finally, William S. Hudson, who learned
his profession from George Stephenson, built the
first locomotive 'Mogul' in 1863 at Rogers Locomoti-

Locomotive 268 by the D&RGW. Caused by its uncommon livery it got the nickname "Bumble-Bee." There are mainly black and whi-

te pictures available, so we didn't research if the color is more orange or more yellow. The locomotive was owned by D&RGW from

1882 to 1855. So it is improbable that another locomotive existed with this number.

This nice picture shows Denver & Rio Grande Western 268 at

work and it demonstrates why the Consolidation (2-8-0) built

by Baldwin Locomotive Works sometimes would classified as

Mogul (2-6-0): The first driving axle is hidden by the cylinders

and the driving-mechanism. But a careful observer even

would recognize the right type: The distance between the lea-

ding truck and the seemingly first driving axle is too long.

Märklin's D&RGW 268 for the Z scalers. The noticeable air-

tank at the end of the tender could be added easily. The ar-

matures at the boiler are nicely molded. The use of chassis by

class 24 doesn't need discussion. Many Moguls show a wide-

ned distance between second and third driving axle, like the

Prussian P8. So the use of the class 38 chassis with single lea-

ding axle would be possible too. The wheels at these axles

were made of solid metal at the Moguls since 1863.
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ve and Machine Works. It was an engine with a kind
of articulated frame, a leading one axle truck and
three coupled driving axles: 2-6-0. The driven
wheels had a diameter of 4 ft. 6 in. The weight was
35 tons. The driving axles carried most of the
weight. The Mogul was the strongest locomotive of
its time.
All known locomotive factories of North America bu-
ilt this type of locomotive, of course with changes
and improvements. All in all, a total of about 8000
locomotives were produced. Moguls were in regular
service until 1959. Today, more than 100 Moguls
have survived in museums and by rail fan clubs.

Model
Märklin now offers a steam-locomotive of type Mo-
gul with the road-number 268 of the Denver & Rio
Grande Western. Interestingly, I could not found a
Mogul with that number into D&RGW's roster of
1883. Even other sources don't list it. But in 1882
Denver & Rio Grande Western bought a locomotive
of type Consolidation (2-8-0) and listed it as num-
ber 268. This locomotive was in regular service until
1955. DN

Drawing of a 2-6-0 by Baldwin Locomotive Works from the 19th century.

Moguls were in service for around 90 years, and were built at

different factories. How different they could look is shown with

these two engines from Missouri.
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In America, the GG1 is nearly a cult engine. For
example, on 18th December 1987 the general as-
sembly of Pennsylvania decided the GG1 No. 4859
to be the state electric locomotive and one of the of-
ficial symbols for Pennsylvania. The American Socie-
ty of Mechanical Engineers stated that no other en-
gine was in operation for a longer period in the Sta-
tes or overseas. OK, this may be true for the USA.
But for the rest of the world we leave it to you to
count how long a P8 or an E18, for example, pulled
trains. With this we do not want to claim this record
for a German engine. This record would more likely
go to a British or French engine, build in the 19th
century, and nowadays still running somewhere
around the world.
However, this locomotive has been announced by

Märklin and will be a completely, newly developed
model. The engine is really a landmark of engine
development and industrial design. Raymond Loe-
wy, the famous designer (bottle of coca-cola), was
responsible for the design of the GG1. With five yel-
low lines he emphasized the streamlined body. The-
se five lines became later something like a trade-
mark for the Pennsylvania railroad (PRR). Also, he
influenced the technical side. The body of the proto-
type was riveted, and the later engines were wel-
ded.
For what reason was this engine invented? PRR be-
gan to electrify the network around Philadelphia in
1913. And with that the demand for bigger and
more powerful engines arose. PRR bought in 1931
some P5s, but these engines could not meet the
needs because of the power and the wear and tear
of the tracks. PRR started a big test program with
two types of engines to solve these problems. The
first one was a rigid frame engine R1 (2 D 2) the se-
cond one was a engine with an auxiliary frame (2'
Co Co 2') which was loaned by the New Heaven
Railroad. PRR figured out that the engines with auxi-
liary frame had a much better wear and tear on the
tracks, although PRR preferred engines with rigid
frame.
After that a group with PRR, Westinghouse, Baldwin

MÄRKLIN NOVELTY: PRR GG1
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and General Electric constructed and build the first
GG1 in 1934. The fundamental and successful point
of that design was the single axle drive, "hollow
shafts" and the "spring pot drive." These basic prin-
ciples for both engines lead back to Westinghouse.
The engine was renumbered from 4899 to 4800 (a
number change with the loser engine R1), and star-
ted planned work in December after the tests were
passed successfully. In the same month PRR deci-
ded to buy 57 more engines.
General Steel Castings Corporation built the auxilia-
ry frames for the axles and motors, which were cast
in one part and assembled by Baldwin. On top of
that was a latticed frame, which was the trestle for
the engine casing and in which the transformer, the

drive regulator and the steam boiler for the train he-
aters were held. In PRR's own factory in Altoona and
at General Electric some engines were also built.
The electrical equipment for 34 engines came from
Westinghouse and for the other engines from Gene-
ral Electric, although parts were interchangeable
between the different types of electrical equipment.
The first locomotive was delivered 1935. In 1937
PRR began to build more GG1's in Altoona because
of the ongoing electrification. The last of 139 engi-
nes started operations in June 1943. Over all, 75
engines had electrical equipment from Westinghou-
se, the other 64 from General Electric. Some of the
engines got a gear unit for goods trains, but if re-
quired, the others worked as goods trains as well.
But the main job was pulling passenger trains. The
different paint jobs are a special part for our Ameri-
can model construction fans. We don't want to make
a fool of ourselves. Märklin had the choice within
twenty designs.
Frequently, the GG1s were used for special duty.
For example, the transportation of the funeral pro-
cession for Robert Kennedy from New York to Was-
hington.

The prototype 4800, which is called "Old Rivets," re-
ceived a very conspicuous paint job to commemora-
te the independence of the United States in 1976.
The last planned work of a GG1 was made by 4879
at 28th October 1983 in New Jersey. On 31st Oct-
ober the last GG1's were taken out of service.
There still exist sixteen GG1's in different conditions.
The electrical equipment is no longer easily repaira-
ble, so the engines will not likely be used again. To
further aggravate the situation, the transformers
were filled with oil with PCBs in it, and this is not le-
gal today.

AvH; translation JM

Technical points:
length: 79.5ft (24.23m)
weight: 230-237tons (208.4-215.2t)
voltage: 11kV/25Hz
continuous output: 12 * 385 HP = 4620 HP
peak output: up to 8500 HP
max. speed: 100 mph (161 km/h)
max. speed in tests: 110 mph (177 km/h)
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One of the most interesting uses of railroads can be
modeled finally in Z too: Production of iron and
steel. As for Minitrix, too, Märklin offers the melting
furnace model in N scale by Walthers. It will get a
new mini-club number and box. To focus on iron-
production, Märklin will load the impressive torpedo

MÄRKLIN: IRON AND STEEL

    



without the help of an English catalogue by Märklin,
a very good work especially for the specific technical
terms.

AvH
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ladle car with molten iron. The model presents one
car of a series of ten prototypes, which were bought
by Krupp in the sixties. Martin Krüger published a
very informative article into the German magazine
Eisenbahn Kurier (7/2002, page 106 ff). Contrary to
the information into the news brochure these cars
are still in service today, so they are usable from
era III till era V. You need some luck to find one in
the majority of the types of cars shown here. I have
not bee lucky with a camera yet. But these prototy-
pes will be produced by Trix this year. So there is
hope that the Z roster will grow into the future. To-
day there are only few transports of hot crude iron,
which leave the industrial area here in Duisburg
(AFAIK beside maybe an exception at Saar-region,
the last blast furnaces in Germany, which deliver to
other companies). Otherwise than in the past all
available types will be used for this service. Such a
"cross-country trip" could be identified by the closed
bottom-hole. For these the maximum weight per car
is 360 metric tons. In most cases empty freight cars
are mixed into the train to lower the
weight per meter of track. The mo-
dern big "torpedoes" have a maxi-
mum weight of 430 metric tons per
car in the company's internal service.
In this case, it isn't necessary to pay
attention to unauthorized persons
along the tracks, so the cars are ope-
rated without lid. Trespassers should
watch their distance in such cases,
because the load has its own beha-
vior, it squirts and sprinkles. A splash
of hot molten iron (around 1,400º C)
isn't really fun!
Märklin's offer will be completed with
variations of other known models.
Between that is an announcement
with a mistake for which Märklin was
criticized in another gauge by the
model press in the past. The thermal
hoods on the flat car (82357) should
be from era III. It seems this is cor-
rect, because I was unable to observe
it in the recent years, especially not
at Hüttenwerken Krupp Mannesmann
(HKM). But why should they show in-
scriptions of a company, which was
founded at beginning of era V? We
hope this point will be corrected by
delivery. It is interesting that some of
these very old cars are still in use in
the Eastern part of the Ruhr area.
This translation would not be possible
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weight. Additionally advantages were the lissome
undercarriage and the low weight per axle of only
15,4 metric tons. This allows the use at branch-lines
with their lower load capacity of tracks too. The Kö-
niglich Bayerische Staatseisenbahn (royal Bavarian
state railroad) bought 15 engines of this class into
the years 1913 and 1914. Locomotives with a maxi-
mum speed of 50 km/h proved successful and were
able to haul up to three times that of the freight-lo-
comotives used at that time. In the past, trains,
which could not be used on mountains, even with
pushing helpers, must be broken down into parts.
Now such a 17,55 m long single Gt 2 x 4/4 pulled
the whole consist.
In the early twenties the "animal-class" was built for

Halberstadt-Blankenburger Eisenbahn (DRG class
9566), and its derivative, the Prussian T 20 (DRG
class 950), which had more power. This brazen
challenge by the Prussians needed a Bavarian ans-
wer (the relationship between both 'tribes' is still to-
day a very special one...). The 2 x 4/4 received furt-
her developments and the Gruppenverwaltung Bay-
ern of DRG (regional Bavarian administration, which
had a special status in the Prussian dominated com-
pany) additionally bought 10 of this upgraded engi-
nes in the years 1922 and 1923. The power was
with 1630 PSi slightly higher than of the T 20 (1620
PSi). The length and weight even grew to 17,7 m
respectively 131,1 metric tons. To widen the opera-
tional abilities the locos got larger capacities for coal
and water, which can be seen in the additional top

MÄRKLIN INSIDER: DRG (BAY.) GT 2 X 4/4

The Bavarian state-railways bought with the first 15
G 5/5 (DRG BR 575) probably the strongest (1650
PSi) freight-locomotive of Länderbahn-era in 1911.
But steep gradients still caused operational pro-
blems, especially on the line Laufen - Heigenbrük-
ken, at the Frankenwald-ascent and on the famous
Schiefe Ebene (between Neumarkt-Wirsenberg and
Marktschorgast, gradient 1:40). So Maffei in Munich
got the task of developing a heavy tank-locomotive
for push-operations on grades in 1913. The compa-
ny solved it with the development of the Gt 2 x 4/4.
The Mallet-locomotive had a power of 1470 PSi and
a weight of 123 metric tons. In the second Bavarian
nomenclature the "G" stands for goods-locomotive
(Güterzuglokomotive), "t" for tank-engine (Tender-

lokomotive) and "2 x" indicates that the assembly
"4/4" exists twice, which means four of four axles
are driven. This is caused by the special characteri-
stic of the Mallet design. High-pressure and low-
pressure cylinders have no effect together on a sha-
red set of driving-axles as in other compound-engi-
nes, but every pair has its own. It is common that
the front set is placed at a movable auxiliary frame
and driven by the low-pressure cylinders like at the
Gt 2x 4/4.
Later by Deutschen Reichsbahngesellschaft the loco-
motives were named as class 96. It was the most
powerful tank-locomotive in Europe at its time. In
spite of the lower power compared with G 5/5 the
Gt 2x 4/4 was able to use it better for tractive eff-
orts caused by its around 40 metric tons higher
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of the coal bunker. As you see on the left, the engi-
nes of the first series got this last upgrade, also. But
the bi-cylinder class 95 won the economic competi-
tion by their simpler construction and lower costs of
operation and were built in 49 pieces.
The DRG took over all 25 Bavarian engines and re-
named them with numbers 96 001 - 96 025. They
were used on Bavarian lines. In 1933 three locomo-
tives were taken out of service, and a further two in
1940. All sources agree that 9 engines of each se-
ries, 18 in total, get over the world war and was still
in service in Bavaria. All retired until 1948 (or
1949?). There is little information about this class in
the Soviet occupation zone. One or two engines
were found after the war. But in fact that isn't really
of interest, because neither went into service again.
Obvious class 96 into the GDR was damaged by
war. It's useless to discuss whether one engine was
lost during the war or scraped later. The last was li-
sted out of service in 1954.
The armatures on the boiler of the Märklin Insider
model show that this engine is from the second se-

ries. So who feared after comparison of the pictures
that here would be produced another example of the
famous creation skills by the Göppingen folks similar
to class 39 could go relaxing. The livery should be of
that engine which was exhibited at the traffic-fairs
in Seddin 1924 and Munich 1925. No opinion here,
because it is very difficult to decide such questions
from that time of pure black and white photography.
For the construction of a technically very interesting
new Z chassis the Göppingen crew should receive
our hearty congratulations, especially if someone
thinks about which locomotives will be produced in
the future.

AvH
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LÜTKE MODELLBAHN

A common problem of our scale is the small offered
range of easy to built models of buildings into the Z
market.
Novelties by the big producers in injection molding
technique of last years could not satisfy the wish for
more variety. Despite some Faller kits it does simply
not exist. Even the expectations of last year show
that these products are out of scale and have low
detailing in many cases. Sometimes existing N-mo-
dels are only slightly changed and offered as scale
1:220.
But here we have to name the positive exceptions
too. Heico and Artitec demonstrate a exemplary
commitment on the market with their high number
of resin-kits in the correct scale.
Many model railroaders could be deterred from
using this technique by the "how-to-do-articles" into
the model-railroad magazines. It is true that resin-
kits are not as easy to assemble as common Kibri-,
Vollmer- and Faller-kits. Modeling of resin-kits
needs much more effort.
Because the initiative of Z-scalers from south of the
Weisswurstäquator (it means an imaginary line
which divides Germany into north and south and is
commonly assumed along the river Main) we are
able to welcome Mr. Manfred Lütke and his firm Lüt-
ke Modellbahn into the group of Z buildings produ-
cers. Mr. Lütke is an engineering graduate for inte-

rior design and a pioneer in professionally model
construction for architects since more than 20
years.
The well known Manfred Jörger and Manfred Lütke
mets together by chance some years ago. A result
of this meeting was the production of an old wish by
Jörger, the brewery of Grieskirchen on the Jörger
layout. For many years it was a unique model and
had many visitors at exhibitions. Some of them insi-
sted on availability and Mr. Lütke decided to produ-
ce it for model railroaders.
Meanwhile some kits are developed and redesigned
for easy assembly. Even this feature is very intere-
sting for many Z friends. The kits consist of meta-
styrol sheets (a special kind of polystyrene) of diffe-
rent thickness, color and texture, the same material
as used in our beloved injection molded kits. Even
Perspex for small details can be used, if necessary.
Consequently, the needed tools are common, a
sharp knife, common modeling glue, some paints
and a finishing brush.
Caused by using CAD and a CNC milling machine at
production the kits are made exactly. They fit extre-
mely well and gaps at wall edges are not noticeable.
The basic color of most walls is white, as it is com-
mon in Southern Germany.
The roofs are produced in different colors and varie-
ties. Same for the window frames. It would be ex-
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pected more colors would become available with a
growing range of models. But painting by the custo-
mer is foreseen in every case. In my opinion that's
not a disadvantage, cause the common kits need it
too to avoid the shiny of plastics.
An important argument for the decision about a pro-
duct is always the price. The advantage of metasty-
rol is that it is cheap! The prices of Lütke's kits
would be into the range of the main manufacturers.
Some a little bit higher, some lower, it depends of
the needed milling efforts. To give some prices,
small kits would be in the 10 Euro range, larger
ones around 30 Euros. It seems fair for the quality
offered.

The first kits available:
- Warehouse with rounded roof
- Warehouse with triangle roof
- Boiler house with chimney
- Large restaurant
In the planning stage are a brewery, a freight shed
with loading ramp and, very important, different re-
sidential buildings.
The models are distributed directly by the manufac-
turer. Of course, via the Internet, also. JW
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an apartment house in style of the fifties which is
very common in Germany. Such a model is very dif-
ficult to find in other scales, also. AvH

Shortly, after the above article was written by Jens,
the first kits of residential buildings were available
including row houses in different arrangements, and

Dealers list from the producer by this adress:

Lütke Modellbahn
Zugspitzstrasse 8
D - 82140 Olching

Tel.: +49 8142 18384, Fax: +49 8142 40727
Mobil: +49 172 8217399

E-mail: info@luetke-modellbahn.de
Internet: www.luetke-modellbahn.de

Additionally note by the translator: Meanwhile, be-
cause of good customer response, Mr. Lütke decided
to expand his company and will offer a full range of
products for modeling buildings. The second version
of the catalogue is downloadable, and it is announ-
ced that the third one will be available in English,
also. It is expected in the next one or two months.
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FALLER NEWS

The well known company in Gütebach into the Black
Forest (Germany) had done successful efforts in Z
village development after revitalizing its Z line wit-
hin the last two years. This years novelties have the
main focus on accessories along the rail-tracks. At
first will be named the signal-box "Mittelstadt"
(282717). From there the orders will go to the gate-
keeper- lodge (282730). The gatekeeper has to

operate the gates by hand, because the gates itself
are not fitted with a motor. If there will be damages
at the tracks along the line between the both buil-
dings the troop of track-workers (158033) will
restore the safe state of the line within a short time.
Maybe they will be observed by the Holstein cattle
(158050). That's life, during these activities ripen
the steaks, which will given the workers new power
for other jobs into the future...

"Freight service should be done by railways!" This
political program is history in Germany for piece
goods, except that the use of knowledge concerning
this in the passenger service of today's DB. But for
those who want to model the history of German rail
traffic or companies abroad, Faller offers a big set of
piece goods (282790). To avoid rotting of these
goods, an efficient warehouse team will be brought

into play (158032).
A set of five different deciduous trees (181329) is a
start-up of a line of premium trees. Not shining
trunks and dispersed treetops which allows some
views to the branches demonstrates the level of to-
day's real-looking modeling.

AvH

282717 181329

158032

282790

282730

158033 158050
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Memotec announced a fast extension of its motor-
bike-line. Now the "easy rider" is available. Additio-
nally further for endurance purposes and a racer - in
reality unfortunately praised as "Streetfighter" by
advertisers. Of course all new models are available
with working light too. And there is a scooter too,
but it will not be delivered as kit as the assembly is
very difficult. The sunshine-bikers of the Z world
could carry their jewels with a trailer attached to the
civil-tank like the real ones too.

AvH, Factorypic.

We could not resist showing this nicely made diora-
ma with these years' novelties of MZZ. In detail
clockwise: A floatable truck of fire-brigade type
"Duck", a truck type Opel Blitz, a bus and a field kit-

chen by the German civil defense organization THW.
The truck and the kitchen would be delivered as set.

AvH

MEMOTEC NEWS

MZZ NEWS

Dealers list from the producer by this adress:
Hohenstoffelstr. 19, CH-8207 Schaffhausen, Tel. 0041/52/6255552, Fax: 0041/52/6243917

Dealers list from the producer by this adress:
Wulfener Straße 12a, D-45286 Dorsten, Tel.:+49/(0)2369/2042565, Fax:+49/(0)2369/2042566
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RAILEX ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dealers list from the producer by this adress:
Falkerstr. 73, D-70176 Stuttgart, Tel. 0711 2 89 11 45

"The Rocket", "The Sans Pareil", "The Novelty"
It will be a set of three hand-made brass-locomoti-
ves. The prototypes participated at the famous race
of Rainhill on 6th of October 1829. With this race
the board of the Liverpool Manchester railroad-com-

like the original or in pure brass. The lacquered ver-
sion will contain a motor in one of the closed cars.
Delivery without locomotive.

English freight-train around 1830
The train will be consist of two open and one closed
freight cars. It was operated on the line Liverpool-
Manchester beginning in 1830. The cars will be
hand-made of brass and will be available painted

like the original or in pure brass. The lacquered ver-
sion will contain a motor in one of the closed cars.
Delivery without locomotive.

English passenger-train around 1830
The train will consist of one open and two closed
passenger cars. It was operated on the line Liver-
pool-Manchester beginning in 1830. The cars will be
hand-made of brass and will be available painted

pany wants to find out which locomotive is the best
for this new line. Winner was "The Rocket" by Ro-
bert Stephenson. Models will be available in painted
and unlacquered versions.
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better to take a fretsaw and take a file to make the
cut smooth and straight.
If you want to build complex parts together (like a
brick-wall and a metal sheet) it is better to cut them
only coarse. After that you adjust the parts together
with a file in long work. For this work we build our
own file. We put sandpaper on a 20 x 5 mm size
strip of wood with double adhesive tape.
The Kibri wall plate is with 1.6mm really thick so
you should abrade it thinner. For that you should fix
the Kibri wall on a strip of wood. And then you can
abrade it on sandpaper with 80th grain as long as
you need to get the thickness you want to have. Af-
ter a quarter of an hour intensive abrading the Kibri
wall is only halve of origin thickness.

Windows
To get the windows in Z the only way for this size of
windows is to abrade them. For it is best to have a

set of different small files. At first
you need to drill a hole where you
want a window. Then you saw the
window part with a coarse fret-
saw. And at least you abrade the
window to the exact size with a
file.
It is helpful to orientate the win-
dows at the joints of the bricks
even if this brings you a little bit
apart the plans. But this is the
best way to get straight and
right-angled windows and doors.
For the window-glass itself I used
overhead transparency. At first

the contours of the wall including the windows will
be drawn at a paper. An overhead transparency
would be taped on it. With a white varnish pencil
would be drawn the outer window-frames. It is only 

SELFCONSTRUCTION OF A HOUSE (SECOND PART)

In the first part we introduced the project with the
information about the prototype and we told about
the planning for the project and how to get the ma-
terial. In this part we will talk about the treatment
of the materials.

Walls
It is the best to saw rectangular areas with a mini
circular saw with stop. Parts beside each other will
be exactly the same size. The saw blade should
have small cogs and should be operated at high
speed. It is said that the material frazzles on one
side because of frictional heat. I doubt, because the
phenomena could be observed by using a fretsaw
too. In both cases it could be removed easily with
the fingers.
Where you cannot make a saw cut, take a scalpel
and make some cuts at the side of a metal ruler
with low pressure. After that you have a groove in

the plastic and you are able to break the plastic on
the edge of a table.
With the thick Kibri plastic walls you need patience
to get them cut with this method. With them it is 
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needed to draw the inner edges
exactly; the walls hide the outer
ones later. The varnish should dry
over night before modeling the
inner parts of the window frames.
The thinnest available varnish
pencil on market has a thickness
of 0,8mm. That is to fat for win-
dow bars in Z. There is a tape by
Lettraset with 0,4 mm width avai-
lable at well stocked stationary
shops. With this I modeled the
very small iron window frames at

the barns. It would be taped at the transparency
following the plans. The transparency should be
handled with care and should not be bend. Otherwi-

se the varnish could flake off.
If all windows were ready they would be cut of the
sheet generous and glued on the backside of the
walls with white glue. You'll see in the lower picture
how generous it should cut off. The blue lines are
contours for orientation. Additionally the different
window styles are viewable. On the left are the mo-
dern plastic windows. On the right are the traditio-
nal ones with metal frames. Because of the method
used, there are some differences as compared to
the prototype and the plans were necessary. It is
very inopportune that the windows will be placed
near the edges of the walls. Because of the thik-
kness of the Kibri sheets it could by impossible to
glue the windows at the correct place. Even exactly
justification could become very difficult.

KW; translation JM
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HECKL NEWS

SCHMIDT NEWS

BUSCH NEWS

NEW IN Z SHOP

The Chrysler PT Cruiser is the most modern car into
the Z-world. But due its retro-design it could be
used into background of layouts since era III too.
The VW pickup truck second generation was built
into era IV. The Porsche 962 rules at racetracks of

the world into the second half of the eighties. And
the model of a broken real Beetle has not really a
special period. The last was produced in summer
2003 in Mexico. (From left to right.)

NM

For a long time in 1962 the strongest German Die-
sel locomotive was built by Henschel for its own use
und was loaned to the DB for testing. Dependent of
the required hauling-power, it could be driven at a
maximum speed of 100 to 160 km/h. The DB used it
from 1963 to 1974. 1976 the Hersfelder Kreisbahn
bought it and used it until 1988. After that the
2,794 kW engine was in service of Teutoburgerwald
Eisenbahn and was sold to Italy in 1992. There it
was used in track maintenance service. The German
track-construction company Wiebe bought it in
1999. It is still in service all over Germany. That im-
pressive humdinger is offered to the Z friends by
Schmidt (Hameln). AvH

Mr. Heckl did a long investigation to find an exam-
ple that the pre-war red telephone-boxes were still
in service in Bundespost-yellow after the WW II too.
First trace was seen into a thriller...
The trailers for construction sites could although are
used for dropout-camps into era V.
The corrugated iron is absolutely in scale and is
used for different sheds, which are further new
items this year. AvH

You want a fast upgrading of the view of the test
loop base with low effort? A photo-session of a Z lo-
comotive, but you have no layout available? Maybe
the new adhesive foil with grass imitation (7261,
7293) made by Busch could be the fast solution wi-
thout complications. NM
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PREISER NEWS

HEICO NEWS

Even in this year new items by Preiser are focused
on passengers. One set contains sitting (88545)
ones, another set walking (88546) passengers. The
demand will rise for big stations and long trains -
the main advantage of Z scale. 

The set cattle (88544) would enable nice scenes
around rural stations.
Additional news is information that Merten will begin
to produce its Z scale line again.

NM

After starting their resin-line with houses of North-
and East-German types Heicos Z world growth to-
wards South-Germany. Now they offer a station-buil-
ding in Bavarian style (32015) and a fitting warehou-

se (32016). The storehou-

a building is still available from other producers made
from different materials.
Before delivery of the new resin-buildings in autumn,
Heico announced the availability of sheets of brick-
work and cobblestones, as

se "Ditfurt" (32028) could
be found in Sachsen-An-
halt.
The typical Prussian wa-
ter-tower (32027) was
built in the region from
the Dutch border to to-
day's Eastern Poland near
the Russian border. Such

well as another two-com-
ponent solution for mode-
ling water.

AvH
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It would be senseless to present the novelties of
this both companies in different articles, because
the product-lines are coordinated such good that it
would be like one for the Z modeler (of course he
has to differentiate while ordering and paying). Ab-
ove you'll see a part of the new stone pit by Modell-
bau Luft. It is decorated with items by Saller, inclu-

ding this year's new items. The stone pit itself is
available undecorated and ready coloured. The lat-
ter is of a quality which the author doesn't believe it
is possible to do. It must be examined very closely
to see the differences with a real pit. As you will see
on the model of French cliff dwellings at the lower
photo, it needs hints into the background (like here

NEWS OF MODELLBAU LUFT AND SALLER
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on a fair) to get it. I was allowed to take a look in
the workshop at a work in progress of a typical ruin
shown on the right. At the base are ready engraved
rocks. This will give an idea of how much work is
still needed to finish the model in its middle part.
But be sure that another astonishing model will be
available at the Z market into the near future.
Back to the stone pit and the novelties by Saller. Af-
ter some years of reliable service now the portable
railway by Saller needs a little bit more maintenance
than regular lubrication. To prevent the fine vehicles
from going the way of all old iron, and would be put
into a blast furnace by Walthers, Saller now offers
an engine-shed. Needless to say, complete with in-
terior! Even the working conditions in the stone pit
which were at the beginning very dangerous, beco-
me better and safer. The employees got a hut as a
dry place for their meals. 

The opposite activity, which would normally be done
behind the bushes, now has a building for such pur-
poses. Although past are the risks of not working
explosives, since there is a dry place at the muni-
tions depot. Similar positive results could be obser-
ved for matters of work safety, with the building of
a wooden shed for tools. Now handles of hammers
do not rot in the open air, and a noticeable decrease
in flying hammer heads could be noted. AvH
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As in every year there was a special car by Märklin
for the toy fair. It shows different imprints at both si-
des, caused by that we show above two cars. Of
course the box contains only one.
The traditionally Nürnberg-locomotive is a class 120
in this year. It shows the livery of its presentation at
international traffic fair 1979 in Hamburg.
Although toy-business wasn't really satisfying in last
year, exhibitors and visitors was optimistic for the
future. This was shown by the increased number of
visitors of five per cent, total 78,000 from 108 diffe-
rent countries. 

The fair was fully-booked with 2,705 exhibitors.
Mainly we visited the fair for Z, but the big range of
offers allowed a view behind the Z-horizon. Future
(Z-) model railroaders in mind we observed an inter-
esting novelty: The well known "gateway drug" woo-
den toy-railroad by Brio becomes more of a model-
railway. The Swedish company did some steps to
electrification. A battery-powered locomotive con-
tains an electronic-chip. Built-in chips at signals
would control nine different sounds and eight diffe-
rent functions like accelerating or braking.

NM

TOY FAIR NÜRNBERG

    



small and otherwise useless corner at the layout.
Looking at the new figures of other producers a
cowshed would be better. But Artitec offers a pigsty
and a chicken coop (12.113). So Preiser and compe-
titors got ideas for new products for free. A barn in
North European style with accessories completes the
new items by Artitec. AvH
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ARTITEC NEWS

HERPA NEWS

The Dutch company offers track-scales (12.110),
and a single-track engine shed (12.111) like is used
on branch-lines or in factories with their own railro-
ads. Also there is a kit that exists everywhere, and
would commonly not be noticed, but it is essential
for a reliable electric net, the transformer-house
(12.112). With this slim model could be filled a 

It isn't possible to save the content of Herpa's web-
site at own hard-disc. So browsing through the offers
without stress costs much money if the user doesn't
own a flat rate. Anyway we wanted to know more
about the expected trucks in Z scale. But there is still
nothing about it.
Beside the known airplane-line - below are shown
two new models to remind you about this possibility
for Z - we found another interesting offer: A set of fi-
gures of airport-staff and passengers. With some
paint this could be adapted to other scenes too. Now
some would claim: "But it is in scale 1:200." Let's do
a few calculations. A common mid-sized Middle-Eu-
ropean male has a high of approx. 1,75 m. 

That is nearly 8 mm in Z. 1,75m in scale 1:200 is
8,75 mm. A figure of 8,75 mm shows in Z a human
of 1,92 m height. With the Herpa-set it is possible to
model a larger variety of the human race in Z.

AvH
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MÄRKLIN NEWS

The most important advantage of our scale to mo-
del prototypically long trains is every time in danger
of non-production. This is caused by a relatively
small number of different available cars compared
with the large number of locomotives. For example,
we are still waiting for French freight-wagons of era
III to be able giving the big steamer class 150 SNCF
a little bit more work than the delivered four cars.
Looking at the new items of this year, there is no

need for complaint. The roster of passenger cars will
grow generously.
In train set 81434 is the new sleeper-coach. With
that the DSG (Deutsche Schlafwagengesellschaft -
German sleeper-coach company) of the Z world, is
able to start its service, only a few years before the
expected end of this service in prototype. At the
same time, this model will complete the type-family
of the so called "Schürzenwagen".
The four-axled Prussian compartment-cars by DRG
(87560) will open many new possibilities in our sca-
le. The common type-mixed fast- and express-trains
like shown at old photos would be completed with
the post- and baggage-cars (87580). Into the thir-
ties the compartment-cars was in service of the
commuter-trains in the Ruhr-area too - with an at-
tractive different color scheme. It is a hope that
Märklin will take this chance.
Of course, the type Res 687 (82582) isn't really new
and should not be shown here. But the interesting
new load allows us an exception. Between trains
and trucks interchangeable garbage boxes are very
common in daily life. So many would not notice this
any longer in reality. 

AvH
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MICRO TRAINS LINE NEWS

MTL #13616 New York Central NYC 78926
This bright 50' standard box car with plug door
proudly displays the red, white and black cigar band
New York Central logo and runs on black Archbar
trucks. This car was built by the Despatch Shops in
February 1964 as part of a 200-car fleet, 140 cars in
this series remained in 1981 on the revenue roster
(owned by Consolidated Rail Corporation).

MTL #14607 Burlington Northern BN 616049
This 40' bulkhead flat car is painted Burlington Nor-
thern Green with white lettering and herald. It was
one of a series of 15 bulkhead flatcars built in 1971
by General Steel Industries and ran well into the
1990s on black roller bearing trucks.

MTL #13912: Atlantic Coast Line 
This 40' double-sheated wood box car with single
door is painted box car red with white lettering and
runs on black Andrews trucks. It was built by Ameri-
can Car & foundry February 12th, 1919 at their Chi-
cago, IL shop following U.S.R.A. standard.

MTL #13706: B&O Chessie
This dark blue 50'standard box car with double
doors sports the new "Chessie" logo and lettering in
yellow and runs on black Bettendorf trucks. In June
15, 1973, the B&O, C&O and WM became subsidia-
ries of the newly formed Chessie System. Each Rail-
road continued in existence and rolling stock conti-
nued to carry the initials of the railroad.

MTL #13619: Boston & Maine BM 1917
This 50' standard boxcar with plug door is painted
black with white lettering, and blue and white her-
ald. It was built in 1957 by General American Trans-
portation Co. of Chicago, Illinois. It has a 100,000 lb
capacity and runs on roller bearing trucks. It carried
milk from 1957 to 1960 when the trucking industry
entered the scene. From then on this car was used
for company service.

MTL #13626: Kalmbach 70th Anniversary
This 50' standard boxcar, plug door, proudly cele-
brates Kalmbach's 70th anniversary. In 1933, Al
Kalmbach's, a victim of the great depression, combi-
ned his interests of model trains and printing. The
result was the first 12 pages issue of Model Railroa-
der magazine that sold only 272 copies. Since then,
MRR has become not only the oldest model railroa-
ding magazine, but also the leader in circulation.
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CONTAINERTERMINAL LÜBECK (2)

Determining of track-route and its priming. Fixing of tracks before gluing and ballasting them.

Of course hidden power feeders to the tracks. Cables are di-

rectly soldered to the underside of the rails.

Original Märklin-switches without the boring box, but with un-

der table mounted motor. Every time a convincing view.

Tracks
Now to the main part, the track layout. I tried to
make it nearly to prototype. Nearby means it is
done without a third part of the tracks. Reasons as
common: costs, efforts and of course space - even
in Z gauge.
First time for me I fitted the switches with below-
base-motors. To limit the loss in case I would fail, I
done the first conversions with manually turnouts.
The whole mechanism was cut off with a knife care-
fully. The lever that moves the frog needs much at-
tention. If it would be damaged it should be impos-
sible to save the points. The resulting look of a slim
switch without the ugly mechanism-box speaks for
itself. Where the lever is you have to drill a hole of
approx. 8 mm diameter. Through it the lever will be
connected with the motor. I used one by Conrad
Electronic, it works great. Correct positioning of it is
easier than to use the cut off original motor. 

It isn't necessary to explain more, because Volker
Bastek showed a similar way of conversion in Z-Info
3/2003. Of course there are other ways too. Jörger
and Ideenmagazin 2000 offer commercial solutions.
The curved turnouts weren't changed because, in
my opinion, the mechanism doesn't look as bad as
on the normal ones.

Uncoupling device
For prototypically operations with split of a train and
shunting I mounted the uncoupling devices by Jör-
ger. I think a big description isn't useful if you will
look into the instructions by Jörger and the pictures
on the right side. Only real difficult is to mount it in
a way that the uncouplers will not be shown if the
layout becomes ready. Today at the ready layout it
is possible to divide a long container-train to the dif-
ferent tracks. The containers will be distributed to
ships or trucks with the crane.
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From this angel of view it needs a finger to show the place of

the uncouplers.

Below the tracks a hole was cut into the base. It has the size

of the uncoupling device package - here three pieces.

The angled irons hold the axle on which the uncouplers are

threaded on.

Look from below to the ready mounted uncouplers. Detailed view of fixings and wiring.

The gaps into the base would be filled with cork.Obligatory: testing of function and free rolling.

While they are easy viewable here caused by the different

perspective.
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At the end of this sequence the first loading opera-
tions could be done to teach the Preiser crane- and
shunting personal. 

Of course, the modified Märklin-crane would be te-
sted if it 'works' like expected.

HJO
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THE Z COLLECTION

FATHER NATURE NEWS

Brand new are the telegraph-poles by
the famous etched-brass-kit producer.
Here a special hint to the "Scratch Line"
by Micronart. 

There you'll find many parts for the sophisticated
selfbuildung of houses in scale 1:220. The line is
growing continuously. NM

Micron Art
8400 Washita Drive, Austin, TX 78749-3908 USA

http://www.micronart.com

Meanwhile the Z Collection by Joris Illegems beco-
mes the catalogue-standard for the mini-club. I do-
n't know of a more complete, actual database. Unli-
ke the past the fifth edition is only deliverable in En-
glish. But looking at the needed efforts we can fully
understand that. It is less skillfully that the CD-ROM
is not longer written with Hyper Text Markup Lang-
uage and only works at Windows-computers. Cau-
sed by that we are unable to give an impression and
show a picture here. But we had a chance to test
the functions at an XP-computer of a friend. 

The database will be presented in form of photo-al-
bums by a special Windows-program. An installation
of files on the hard-drive is not necessary. A full-
text search option without categories and logically
linking is available in every single album. Conclu-
sion: The real worth of that CD-ROM - listing of all
mini-club items, which were ever produced - is
strongly reduced by the unfortunate selected IT-so-
lution. But anyway a really interested collector can't
live without The Z Collection.

AvH

MICRONART NEWS

Another series of wooden reefers with new patterns
offers Father Nature, which was produced by Bow-
ser. Advertisings on wagons are more common in
America than in Europe every time. Here is the rea-
son that these cars are more prototypically than
many of offers at the European market. With the
new offer the American Z freight train becomes a
little bit longer and it is on a good way to reach the
length of the prototype. 

One or two miles lengths of trains are not really
astonishing. The new line of cars would be delivered
as a set of four cars.

AvH

Father Nature
P.O. Box 161

Hershey, PA 17033
http://www.fathernaturetrees.com
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Many model railroad magazines have repeatedly
published instructions about making model railroad
trees and bushes.  However, a particular techinique
for modelling trees has not been developed.  Our di-
scussions with Spur Z modellers over the past seve-
ral months has shown an increased interest in this
area, particularly in making trees of all types. Con-
sequently, we are asking you to write up your solu-

tions to this problem and we will reward you for
your efforts.  The three written solutions judged the
best will each receive the winners car "Riegeler
Bier."  Maybe someone has an unknown tip about
making trees or bushes.
Please send us your written instructions with photos
about modelling of trees and/or bushes to participa-
te in the contest.

COLLECTION OF MÄRKLIN CHRISTMAS CARS 2004

CONTEST

Some of the most interesting initiatives of the Z Club 92 are the competitions in every issue of the “Z-Info”.
Subject of the competitions are themes in the world of railroading. The competitions are open to all members.
We present awards to three participants of our choice. The jury is formed of the board and the president of the
club. The decision is final. Each winner receives one of the hundred G 10 "Riegler Bier" cars exclusively pro-
duced for Z Club 92. Prior winners are allowed to enter subsequent competitions. To participate in a competi-
tion, please send your entries in an envelope or parcel marked with the relevant number of the competition to
the Z Club 92 at the following address:

Z Club 92, "Wettbewerb Nr. X", Postfach 13 01 01,   44750 Bochum
(At place of "X", the number of the relevant competition has to be placed)

Competition 1/2004
closing date: 30.06.2004 (Date as per postmark)

Märklin dealer gift for the year 2004Märklin Christmas car 2004

Märklin Employees gift 2004

This special car was given as every year to the
Märklin dealers for free as a present for the
Christmass and the New Year. 
The big box contains the G10 car in the picture
(from the side and the top) and a fine chocolate
cookie.

             


